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G&G Industrial Lighting Named to 2022 Inc. 5000 List of Fastest-Growing Private
Companies for Seventh Consecutive Year
CLIFTON PARK, NY-- Today, Inc. Magazine announced that G&G Industrial Lighting has made its
appearance on the annual Inc. 5000 fastest-growing private companies in America list, for the seventh
year in a row. The list represents a one-of-a-kind look at the most successful companies within the
economy's most dynamic segment—its independent businesses.
G&G, an American manufacturer of innovative LED lighting solutions for industrial markets, has been
recognized by Inc. Magazine as #2608 of the Inc. 5000 fastest-growing private companies for 2022 with
a three-year revenue growth average of 219%. The company continues to achieve exponential growth
and was noted as the 64th fastest growing manufacturing company in the country.
Much of G&G’s success can be attributed to an increase of market share within key industries served
such as car wash, food processing, mass transit, heavy industrial, agriculture and automotive services.
By providing high quality, linear LED lighting products designed to withstand the harsh environments
within these applications, G&G has been able to secure a foothold in areas where competitive product
typically fails.

The companies on the 2022 Inc. 5000 not only have been successful, but also demonstrated
resilience amid supply chain woes, labor shortages, and the ongoing impact of Covid-19.
"The accomplishment of building one of the fastest-growing companies in the U.S., in light of
recent economic roadblocks, cannot be overstated," says Scott Omelianuk, editor-in-chief of Inc.
"We're thrilled to honor the companies that have established themselves through innovation, hard
work, and rising to the challenges of today."
Complete results of the Inc. 5000, including company profiles and an interactive database that can be
sorted by industry, region, and other criteria, can be found at www.inc.com/inc5000.

About G&G Industrial Lighting: Headquartered in Clifton Park, New York, G&G LED was founded in 2010 to fill industrial lighting needs
for high-quality linear LED products, especially those suitable for wet locations and harsh environments. Since its introduction, the
company has developed a widespread reputation for innovation and outstanding customer service, while rapidly gaining traction in the
car wash, automotive, food processing, restaurant, transportation, industrial and agricultural markets.
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